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SPON, Still Protecting Our Newport, has been engaged and interested in the Airport
Area, including Koll Center, since the 1970s when a business complex was developed
with an eye to ambiance, parking space, and functionality for the owners and tenants.
We opposed an earlier project, in 2003, which allowed for more intensity and impacted
other buildings.
More recently, we actively opposed the Shopoff Group’s three luxury condo towers in
Koll Center. SPON was concerned about the lack of work to reduce the problems for
associated buildings. During the hearings for the condo towers, SPON produced a
Solutions page with five categories of concern. Those were: Building Height; Livable
Residential Village; Central Park; Retail Component; and Collaboration/Consensus. (See
attached.) Not all of those issues have been addressed with the new Residences at 4400
Von Karman project.
At the present time, SPON is in the process of seeking a better planned vision for the
Airport Area including both Koll Center and Newport Place for three reasons. First, the
area is being piecemeal planned as more housing is being sought. Second, the area is
attractive for housing, but, the State’s Regional Housing Needs Assessment needs
require the same attention to good planning. And third, we believe the new residential
areas should be planned in a way that optimizes the chances for achieving our
“Solutions.” This would create a vibrant, livable residential community with plenty of
retail components, and will have collaborated with residents and businesses to reach a
consensus.
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To that end we find the Planning Commission Hearing on November 5 too soon as there has clearly not been
a chance for reduction of significant impacts to the existing properties and businesses. Some of the
supporting documents remain unavailable to the public such as the final project plans which we understand
may be published on October 30.
One key concern is parking for the impacted existing businesses. The parking ratios cannot be calculated
without considering the office space capacity and parking rights confirmed in the CC&Rs signed by owners
and tenants. Further, the proximity of the stand-alone parking structure to several buildings is of serious
concern. Their closeness impacts existing views, light and open space which are all crucial to the existing
office working spaces.
What happens with this project is important to us. It is evidence of an interest in good planning in a holistic
sense for the Airport Area – or it is just one more piecemeal project with token attention to the adjacent
owners and public.
Thank you very much for consideration of our concerns.
Sincerely,

Bruce Bartram
President - SPON
cc:
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City Staff
Seimone Jurjis, CDD Director
Jim Campbell, Deputy CDD Director
Rosalinh Ung, Associate Planner
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A MORE APPROPRIATE STARTING POINT FOR PLANNING
COMMISSION REVIEW OF THE KOLL RESIDENCES
The Koll Residences would be the largest condo tower project in
Newport history. It seems quite clear that such a project is not what
many voters intended nor currently desire. SPON is advocating for an
improved baseline project that better aligns with the General Plan,
the Integrated Conceptual Development Plan for the Koll site, and
community and adjacent property owner input.
PROBLEM
Proposes three high-rise
condominium towers with 15 stories
(160’ tall)

POTENTIAL SOLUTION
Building Height Revise to mid-rise apartments and
condominiums, limited to 4-5 stories

Packs three tall towers in close
proximity to much smaller buildings,
exacerbating density and massing
issues; feels like the project is
shoehorned into the site rather than
creating a legitimate “livable
residential village” atmosphere

Livable
Residential
Village

Create a more human and
pedestrian scale; Establish a sense
of neighborhood; Design mid-rise
project using a podium or wrap
configuration to hide unsightly
parking garages; Better integrate
project with surrounding building
heights; Increase ground floor retail

Moves the GP-required “Central
Park” far to the project’s east end –
removing the “sense of place” and
“focal point” required by the GP and
exacerbating density and massing
impacts on adjacent property owners
Includes a token amount of retail for
such a large project, only 3,000 sq.
ft. of retail (less than one half of one
percent)

Central Park

Include a centrally located park
within the project near the
residential units and existing
property owners; Increase ground
floor retail surrounding the park

Retail
Component

Increase retail for residents and
employees and encourage
walkability; Provide needed services,
and promote the pedestrian scale

Vastly exceeds the height of most
existing properties adjacent to the
project

Collaboration/
Consensus

Reduce building height to better
align with existing buildings and
create a “livable village” feel

